


LIND CURVE

In a sculptural collection of modular pieces, the LIND CURVE  
candleholders offer endless ways of creating your own unique designs. 
Let the agile architecture guide the way, and experience LIND CURVE 
effortlessly provide illumination and elegant aesthetics to your home.

No matter the season, LIND CURVE can be arranged for the  
important moments of life, and become the pivotal element of your 
creative decorations. 
 
Designed in Denmark by Preben Lind. 



24K

THE ORIGIN OF LIND CURVE

Calmfully shaped from the familiar LIND DNA curve, the LIND CURVE 
candleholder embodies an organic design language that conveys a 
modern, yet timeless, expression. 

Floating on elegant pillars of solid steel, LIND CURVE illustrates a  
natural merger between heartfelt quality and the well-known  
minimalistic approach of LIND DNA.



Regular size candles are the perfect fit for the LIND CURVE candle- 
holder. Select your favourite candles to create your own unique style.



DESIGNED FOR LIFE

Whether mindfully arranged as a minimalist sculpture, or an  
extraordinary dinner table centerpiece, the ever-changing  
nature of your LIND CURVE candleholder takes you on a lifelong  
journey of collecting and shaping your own design icons. 

Free your inner creativity, and let the customizability of LIND 
CURVE be the starting point of expressing your individuality. 

Set out from the fundamental BASE candleholder, and bring  
your visions to life by refining the sculptural silhouette adding  
SINGLE and DOUBLE elements.





LIND CURVE BASE

With sculptural lines connected in a calming 
curved shape, the LIND CURVE BASE forms 
the foundation of the entire LIND CURVE 
collection. Stabilized by three legs, the LIND 
CURVE BASE can be placed independently  
as a stunning standalone design icon. 

The candleholder is also the first piece you 
need, if you wish to create your own  
unique LIND CURVE masterpiece in  
which a mix of all components can be  
stacked in an infinity of ways, horizontally  
or vertically, only limited by your magination.   



The design of LIND CURVE DOUBLE is based 
on the well-known, organic curve shape. 
With a playful idiom, the novel LIND CURVE 
collection counts three components that can 
effortlessly be stacked and combined in an 
infinity of ways, vertically and horizontally, 
only limited by your imagination. 

Use LIND CURVE DOUBLE to create extra 
height or place it as a bridge between  
other components in your own unique  
LIND CURVE combination.

LIND CURVE DOUBLE



Add the finishing touches to your own 
unique combination of the modular  
LIND CURVE concept with one or  
several LIND CURVE SINGLE. 

As the name suggests, LIND CURVE 
SINGLE is the smallest component 
in the collection and can be used to 
further elevate your ensemble or as a 
supportive element for LIND CURVE 
DOUBLE and BASE when building  
your own reimagined candleholder. 

LIND CURVE SINGLE
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CLEAN & CARE

You can easily remove candle drippings from your LIND CURVE  
candleholder by placing it upside down on a baking tray lined  
with baking paper in a 75°C hot oven for 15 min. 

For a refined finishing touch, simply apply LIND DNA CLEAN & CARE 
spray to a dry soft cloth and gently wipe your candleholder.

To take care of your LIND CURVE  
candleholder, please do  
not apply sharp objects,  
sponges or water.  





A life-long journey requires lifetime guarantee. 

Should you experience unforeseen issues relating  
to your LIND CURVE candleholder, LIND DNA  
offers a lifetime guarantee. 

In order to look after your LIND CURVE products, we 
advise you to follow the “CLEAN & CARE” instructions.

Our lifetime guarantee covers manufacturing faults 
and defects not caused by inexpedient use or normal 
wear and tear. 

For more information visit  
www.linddna.com/warranty



24K
Generously plated with genuine 24K gold,  
LIND CURVE candleholders offer a classic design,  
crafted from classic materials. 
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